Request

☐ for permission to film
☐ for photo- and/ or reproduction permission

1. Institution, name, address (if different from invoice address please state separately)

2. The permit is sought for the following houses or individual exhibits (please also state the expected extent of work)

3. Intended use

When publishing please indicate:

Title:

Author:

expected broadcasting-/ publication date:

Print run (print media):

If your request is approved the conditions set out herein are recognised as binding

I have received the information about the data protection.

__________________________________________
Town, date

__________________________________________
Signature
Information Concerning Personal Data

Here you receive information regarding privacy protection and the processing of personal data as provided by Article 13 of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

The Controller responsible for the processing of data is

Deutsche Schillergesellschaft e.V., Schillerhöhe 8-10, 71672 Marbach am Neckar, tel. +49 (0) 7144 / 848-0, fax +49 (0) 7144 / 848-299, email info@dla-marbach.de, represented by Chairman (President) Prof. Dr. Peter-André Alt resp. Deputy Chairman (Vice President) Thomas Keller as well as Managing Director Prof. Dr. Sandra Richter (Director of German Literature Archive Marbach). The abbreviations DSG and DLA are used here for Deutsche Schillergesellschaft and German Literature Archive.

You may reach our data protection officer by email at dsb@dla-marbach.de.

We process your personal data for the following purposes (if applicable):

- Your use of our facilities (library, archive, museums); user administration (orders, fees where applicable, participation at events etc.)
- Your membership of Friends of DLA resp. DSG
- Your subscription to „Marbacher Magazin“ and other orders from our shop
- Your newsletter subscription
- Your room reservation at our Collegium House
- Processing your application as staff resp. intern at DLA resp. DSG
- Processing your application for a scholarship
- Your employment at DLA resp. DSG

Processing happens foremost on the legal basis of performance of a contract. In certain cases (e.g. sending of newsletters) it may also be based on your consent. Partly we are lawfully obliged to process data, for instance when you are staying as an overnight guest at the Collegium House. Especially when our facilities are used, we have a legitimate interest in the processing of your data, among others in order to prove who has been using our materials when and in what measure (preservation of materials as well as sensible indexing and making available of our materials).

In the context of employment, in certain cases the processing may also be based on your consent (e.g. publication of your employee photograph on the DLA website). When using our work equipment (such as computer, business mobile phone and similar), we have a legitimate interest in processing your data, among others to ensure their safe and flawless operation.

In the context of our processing of personal data, only those recipients essential for the respective processing are provided for. As a rule, these are the internal organisational units involved. External units, such as financial institutions, authorities or other units whose support is necessary such as tax counsellors or attorneys, may also be recipients of your data.

We do not intend to transfer your data to a third country. Automated decision-making, including profiling, is not part of our data processing.

Storage period: We store your data only as long as we need it. In certain cases we are lawfully obliged to store data longer than necessary for the original purpose of processing, for instance to fulfill retention periods on the part of financial authorities.

According to Articles 15 to 22 GDPR, you have extensive rights in connection with the personal data concerning you. These comprise the right of access, to rectification and erasure resp. restriction of processing, data portability as well as to object to processing personal data concerning yourself. You may withdraw your consent at any time. You also have the right to contact a supervisory authority if you have reason for complaint about our processing of personal data.

In defined cases, it is lawfully prescribed that you provide us with your personal data, e.g. when you wish to stay at the Collegium House. Mostly, provision of your data is required to perform a contract. Therefore, you are mostly obliged to provide the personal data, as otherwise we will not be able to handle your request. For instance, you would not be able to become a member of DSG or use our archive if we had no personal data from you. Where possible, we mark the information as optional resp. base the processing on your consent.

Should we ever wish to process your data to a purpose other than the original one, we will inform you about this change of purpose prior to that further processing in order for you to have the possibility to object.